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Abstract: The paper presents design, implementation and real life uses of a visualization subsystem for a distributed
framework for parallelization of workflow-based computations among clusters with nodes that feature both CPUs
and GPUs. Firstly, the proposed system presents a graphical view of the infrastructure with clusters, nodes and
compute devices along with parameters and runtime graphs of load, memory available, fan speeds etc. Secondly,
it depicts execution progress of particular workflow nodes that correspond to parallel computations realized by
OpenCL kernels. States of workflow nodes such as ready, running, executed are shown with colors. Thirdly, the
system allows the programmer to provide code that visualizes physical representation of the application executed at
runtime. The visualization code is intentionally separated from the computational kernels in OpenCL. The benefits
of the proposed system are demonstrated for a parallel numerical integration code executed on both CPUs and
GPUs.
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Introduction

1. state of the infrastructure including cluster, node
and compute device level,

Recent advances in hardware solutions allowing High
Performance Computing (HPC) resulted in several
distinct approaches to parallelization and adoption of
corresponding APIs. These include:

2. progress of the application including its physical
representation.
The following are selected examples that require visualization: snow cover computing [7], large-scale terrains [8], parallel particle swarm optimization [9], parallel biomedical image processing [10].
This work presents a visualization subsystem for
a multi-level parallelization framework using CPUs
and GPUs that was presented by the authors in [11].
The framework allows modeling an application as
a workflow graph with definition of computational
kernels in OpenCL which are attached to workflow
nodes. The runtime layer of the system, depending
on the optimizer chosen, selects compute devices to
use, partitions input data and distributes it among the
devices working in a dynamic master-slave fashion
among data servers and compute devices.
Section 2 presents existing systems for monitoring infrastructure and application progress, Section 3
presents the proposed solution with architecture, storage solutions and API. A real life example of parallel
integration and its visualization is shown in Section 4
with conclusions and future work in Section 5.

1. accelerator level such as:
• GPUs – NVIDIA CUDA API, OpenCL [1],
OpenACC [2],
• Intel Xeon Phi – OpenMP [3], MPI [4] and
OpenCL,
2. multicore CPUs and SMP machines – OpenMP
[3], OpenCL [1], Pthreads etc.,
3. cluster level – mainly MPI [4].
The most powerful clusters from the TOP500 list such
as Tianhe-2 and Titan make use of all of these parallelization levels e.g. Tianhe-2 uses Intel Xeon E5
CPUs along with Intel Xeon Phis [5] while Titan
uses Opteron CPUs and NVIDIA K20xs accelerators
[6]. Efficient use of all these resources requires both
knowledge of the APIs and tools allowing runtime visualization of the following:
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2
2.1

Related Work

2.2.1

Visualization of HPC Infrastructure

Since the proposed solution includes a workflowbased processing concept, there exist visualization
tools in almost any Workflow Management System
(WfMS). For instance, in BeesyCluster workflows can
be defined visually [17, 18] and states of particular workflow nodes reflected dynamically at runtime
when using an agent-based BeesyBees execution engine [19]. This also applies to other workflow based
systems such as Triana [20], Kepler [21] etc.
Secondly, there exist technology related tools for
visualization of application progress. As an example, vendors provide low-level tools for visualization of application execution on GPUs. Specifically,
NVIDIA provides an NVIDIA Visual Profiler [22] for
the CUDA applications. The tool displays timelines
with e.g. memory transfers and method calls and is
able to automate the search for bottlenecks. AMD’s
CodeXL [23] is a similar tool for profiling applications but also supporting OpenCL codes. It displays
load statistics, assembler code and allows to preview
card buffers. However, the two applications do not
support distributed applications using GPUs.
The TAU (Tuning and Analysis Utilities) parallel
performance system [24] offers visualization of application execution with support for C++, Java, Python
and support for CUDA, OpenCL and others. Special
code is injected, executed and data collected by a TAU
system. Compared to TAU, Vampir [25] offers both
automatic and manual instrumentation of the code and
provides VampirTrace for data gathering and Vampir
for data analysis and identification of bottlenecks. Paper [26] proposes AerialVision, a visualization tool
for GPUs, that can assist in bottleneck identification
and associate part of the code responsible.

Nagios [12] is an open source system that supports
monitoring of computers including CPU, disk logs
across systems like Unix and Windows, networks and
software. Various service checks are available for
network services with the possibility to write custom
ones in many languages. Notifications and event handlers can be defined as well as graphing plugins are
available.
Ganglia [13] allows monitoring of one or more
clusters by running local area monitoring Gmons subsystems. Gmons use UDP multicast to gather parameters and data within a cluster. Gmon agents can arrange a network and listen to neighbors rather that poll
for messages. The Gmon layer communicates with a
wide area Gmeta by sending XML data over TCP. The
monitoring structure can be expressed as a hierarchical tree. Ganglia uses [14] a Round Robin Database
for storage of information related to nodes, clusters
and grids. RRDTool generates graphs which can then
be presented to the user via an interface written in
PHP.
Paper [15] presents a kernel-level resource monitoring framework dproc that can be used for gathering
data such as CPU, disk, memory, network on nodes
and sending to other nodes using KECho publish/subscribe channels. Applications can subscribe using criteria in the form of filters that can be deployed on-thefly.
Work [16] presents an HPC cluster monitoring architecture meant for grid and utility computing. It allows finding available nodes. Furthermore, it features
system and job monitoring including support for both
Linux and Windows environments. It is composed
of four tiers: Grid Information Detecting Layer with
nodes reporting loads, memory usage etc. to a multithreaded Grid Information Management Layer that
exports XML data in response to requests from a Web
Portal layer which is forwarded to the client.

2.2

2.2.2

Visualization of Application Results

Visualization of the actual parallel execution at runtime is often necessary in order to gain knowledge
on how the simulation progresses, verify its correctness and identify data subdomains on which to focus
more. Many parallel applications develop their custom visualization tools, often working off-line from
logs written during runs. Runtime visualization is especially desired on accelerators which primarily use
their own memory. The host-accelerator bandwidth
may be a limitation for the application itself, not to
mention runtime visualization.
There exist several solutions for visualization of
the application results. A Parallel Graphics Library1

Visualization of Parallel Application
Progress

Visualization of a parallel application, in particular
run on GPUs, can be viewed with two goals in mind.
Firstly, identification of bottlenecks and data as well
as processing flow in the program. Secondly, in order
to visualize the simulation itself.
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allows visualization of parallel SPMD applications using polygon rendering [27]. However, output graphics
consume bandwidth and solutions of that type do not
seem adequate for processing codes on accelerators.
PARADE [28], on the other hand, allows visualization using layers such as: instrumentation which gathers information about events, choreography that handles events and presentation which visualizes information prepared by the choreography layer. The system allows manual instrumentation as well as wrapping communication and system libraries. Visualization of OpenCL computations within OpenGL is proposed in [29].
Visualization itself can also be performed in parallel. VisIt2 [30] is a free tool for interactive parallel
visualization and analysis of scientific data. Data can
be visualized and animated in 2D and 3D and supports very large data sets. Engine and Viewer components are separated. The former can be run either
serially or in parallel while the latter can make use of
GPU processing power. Work [31] extends VisIt by
provisioning support for multiple clients to connect to
existing VisIt sessions. It allows clients running on
mobile devices to connect to VisIt running on servers.
ParaView3 [32] is an open source application for analysis and large scale data visualization that can be run
on single nodes or supercomputers.
Several tools for data analysis and visualization
in high performance computing are listed in [33].
These include in particular Community Multiscale Air
Quality (CMAQ)4 , Astrophysical Adaptive Mesh Refinement (Enzo)5 , Grid Analysis and Display System
(GrADS)6 , MATLAB7 , High-Performance Computational Chemistry software (NWChem)8 , ParaView9 ,
Parallel Ocean Program Simulation (POP)10 , Astrophysical Simulation Analysis and Visualization11 .
Several examples for visualization of computations in particular domains can be given. As an example, paper [34] presents a GPU-based framework
for interactive visualization of time-dependent climate
research applications. Paper [35] discusses GPGPU
processing and visualization of three-dimensional cellular automata.

The proposed visualization system is in the first place
motivated by the need of multi-level parallel processing in the modern HPC systems. The processing framework was proposed by the authors before in
[11]. It should be noted that technically we build on
experiences of the other approaches outlined in Section 2 and integrate system, application state and real
life simulation representation into one solution. This
makes it a highly desirable tool for HPC processing.

3.1

Architecture and Design

The visualization framework architecture depends
strictly on the general architecture of the KernelHive
system, which will be outlined in this section. Additionally, communication channels added for visualization purposes will be discussed, reflected by the
dashed arrows in Figure 1.
3.1.1

GUI

There are various types of KernelHive system users.
For each of them, the main point of interaction with
the system is the GUI module, shown in the upper–
left corner of Figure 1. It is a Java Swing application,
that allows:
• application architects – to construct application
workflows using the Workflow Editor module,
• low-level coders – to edit source of computational codes using the Kernel Editor module,
• execution administrators – to run applications
and manage workflow executions using the Execution Wizard and Workflow Executions modules,
• infrastructure administrators – to inspect the
computational infrastructure available to the system using the Infrastructure Browser module.
The two latter types of users are particularly interested in visualization. For their purposes, apart from
the aforementioned Infrastructure Browser, we added
modules Resource Monitor and Preview Provider
modules for inspecting the current state of the hardware and working applications respectively.

cas larc/WW229.html
2
https://wci.llnl.gov/codes/visit/
3
http://www.paraview.org/
4
www.cmaq-model.org
5
http://code.google.com/p/enzo
6
www.iges.org/grads/grads.html
7
www.mathworks.com/products/matlab/index.html
8
www.nwchem-sw.org/index.php/Main Page
9
www.paraview.org
10
www.vets.ucar.edu/vg/POP/index.shtml
11
http://yt-project.org
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Proposed Solution

3.1.2

Execution Engine

The central point of the KernelHive system is the Execution Engine, situated on the top in Figure 1. For the
GUI module it is a backend, accessed through SOAP
Web Services. We define a communication endpoint
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Figure 1: Architecture of the Visualization Framework
Additionally, there should be one entry point machine,
that is connected by a network with both: nodes in the
cluster and the Execution Engine.
Such entry point machines in KernelHive are
equipped with instances of the Cluster Manager module. It is a Java daemon (jsvc), which task is to forward all communication between the nodes and the
Execution Engine.
Communication between Cluster Manager and
Execution Engine is based on high-level Web Services
as it is easy to extend, maintain and develop method.
Although, because Cluster Manager serves in this case
only as a proxy, sent messages are not deserialized
and are passed on in the same binary-serialized form
as their come from Workers.

for sending the visualization, separate from the one
for the core functionality management.
As a Java EE application, the Execution Engine
operates on high–level abstraction notions describing
the whole system, gathering information about the
current state of KernelHive. This information is constantly reported by lower level modules described in
the following subsections.
Gathering the object-oriented representation of
the system internals in the Execution Engine allows
to implement various optimization strategies focusing
on criteria like performance, energy efficiency [11] or
systems reliability.
3.1.3

Cluster Managers

KernelHive provides parallelization of computations
on many levels, including the level of multiple clusters. The definition of a cluster in KernelHive is versatile enough to allow various infrastructure configurations – it is a set of nodes connected by a network.
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3.1.4

Units and Workers

Information about the resources as well as application
state in KernelHive originate from the modules that
are deployed closest to the hardware, namely: Units
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Apart from some invariable node properties e.g.
host name or total memory size, the rest of the data has
to be sent sequentially, which can impact data traffic
significantly. Hence the sequential messages are serialized binary what makes the message notably smaller
and helps saving the network bandwidth.
Acquired data is sent through cluster to the engine where it is stored. General purpose relational
databases are not suitable in this instance due to characteristic of the data. There are practically no relations, although, there is a huge gain of new records as
a result of new information coming every second. For
this reason, the data is stored in RRD which stands for
Round Robin Database. RRD is a file-based database
which is meant for handling cyclic data, for instance,
it automatically deletes data older then specified time
e.g. 1 hour. Additionally, it allows to easily retrieve
different kinds of metrics such as average, count etc.
Moreover, one of its useful features is a built-in generator of charts which is used for data presentation in
the GUI.

and Workers.
Each computer connected to KernelHive is
equipped with an instance of Unit subsystem. It is a
system daemon (implemented in C++) responsible for
TCP communication with its Cluster Manager. The
basic function of a Unit is to report about available
devices and executing tasks scheduled by the higher–
level subsystems afterwards.
Given a job to execute, Unit runs in the operating
system a predefined binary, corresponding to the job
type, that follows the job type set in the application
definition. For each computation template available
in KernelHive (and ready to use in the GUI module),
there is one or more corresponding binaries to run on
a node. The base and collection of all those binaries
is called the Worker subsystem.
Typical task of a Worker binary is to obtain the
required input data and computational code (OpenCL)
from a data server indicated by the Execution Engine,
run the program on a given device and finally gather
and send the result data back to a given data server.
Hence, the Worker binaries differ only in the way of
obtaining the needed inputs that depends on the computation template (e.g. Master-slave, SPMD).
Both Unit and Workers use UDP for communication with corresponding clusters. Units send information about resources consumption on a host and Workers data with progress information.

3.2

3.2.2

Information about progress of an application has to be
set by an OpenCL code run on a graphic card. Due
to the fact that there is no possibility to create communication channel between kernel and host during
kernel execution, application status is reported after
every kernel run. Each report contains preview data
that reflects the part of input given to the applications. Thereafter, all reported pieces are gathered on
the server and published to the GUI. Eventually, the
user application downloads this package of data and
passes it to the user-defined visualization algorithm
described in more details in Section 3.3.
Progress data is a short term information because
its scope is a single application run. Therefore there is
no need for it to be saved or concerned to be of a big
size. For this reason progress data is kept in memory.

Data Acquisition and Storage Concerns

KernelHive uses two different channels of communication, dedicated to their purposes. The first one for
monitoring module focuses on transferring and storing data about usage of resources on particular nodes.
The visualization of progress channel transfers reports
from workers to the Execution Engine.
3.2.1

Monitoring Module

Data gathering is performed by the agent installed on
the cluster nodes. By contrast to the actual workers
started on demand, the agent is running all the time
and is able to monitor system constantly. It uses standard Linux API, which bases on file-based statistic
files, to acquire data such as total memory, used memory, CPU usage etc. Besides the general node statistics also GPU data is required, which is not available through the standard API. In this case, KernelHive uses proprietary NVIDIA tools i.e. nvidia-smi
to retrieve information about GPU load. Nonetheless,
full status report is not available for all graphic cards,
therefore, in such case best effort approach is taken
and as much information as possible is presented.
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Visualization of Progress

3.3

API

In terms of programming language, modules in KernelHive can be divided into those implemented in Java
(high level modules and GUI) and those implemented
in C++ with OpenCL (hardware and computation related). The visualization framework has to inject its
parts into modules implemented in both of those languages.
In this section, methods used to share data between the subsystems (Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.4) as
well as programming interfaces used in OpenCL kernels (Section 3.3.2) and Java visualization code (Section 3.3.3) are described.
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struct PreviewObject {
// start of data range, delta, integral value
float f1; float f2; float f3;
};

Figure 2: The PreviewObject Structure in OpenCL
package pl.gda.pg.eti.kernelhive.common.monitoring.service;
public class PreviewObject {
protected float f1; protected float f2; protected float f3;
/* Getters and setters for the properties... */
}

Figure 3: The PreviewObject Structure in Java
3.3.1

PreviewObject Structure

IPreviewProvider Java interface, which defines
a paintData method. The method input includes
a list of PreviewObjects (described in Section
3.3.1) and objects specific for the Java Swing technology utilized in the GUI module.

We assume that throughout the application execution
period, a sequence of data objects will be transferred
from computational nodes to GUI. The structure of
these objects should be defined by the application
provider in Java and OpenCL using only simple, compatible types. Besides that, the application provider is
free to decide about the contents of the preview object.
Figures 2 and 3 show exemplary PreviewObject
structure in OpenCL and Java for an integral calculating application.
3.3.2

3.3.4

The resource state can be split into two different kinds.
The first one is invariable host data such as host name,
total memory size, CPU cores count etc. As long as
these messages are sent once as the agent starts, message size is not a concern here and for readability issues string serialization was used there.
The second kind of messages are sequential data
consisting of information about used CPU, memory
and so on. In this instance, message size is very important because there is supposed to be a lot of such
messages. Therefore, this type of data is serialized
binary.
Since the monitoring reports are not crucial for
proper working, all messages here are sent via UDP
because of smaller network consumption overhead.

Kernel Interface and Example

In the process of creating an application workflow, the
developer builds a directed acyclic graph from blocks,
that correspond to computation templates available
in KernelHive (e.g. Master–slave, SPMD). Each
block comes with one or more templates of codes in
OpenCL, that include the signature of the kernel.
Figure 4 shows the computational code for an
exemplary integral calculating application. It fills a
DataProcessor template, which in the processData kernel signature, includes a PreviewObject
pointer. The KernelHive worker subsystem takes care
of the memory allocation issues, runs the kernel and
sends the generated intermediate visualization data to
the Execution Engine.
3.3.3

4

Adaptive Quadrature
and Its Visualization

Example

The exemplary application calculates the integral of a
given function using the method of adaptive quadrature. Input for the application is a set of points which
represent a set of rectangles to calculate. The job of
KernelHive is to split the data and distribute the data
chunks among the workers and then get the results
back.
Therefore, each kernel receives a set of rectangles
to process. Besides the data, the kernel receives a list
of empty preview objects which are filled during the

PreviewProvider Interface and Example

To complete the outline of the implementation internals of the application state visualization, we show the
graphics related code for the aforementioned integral
calculating application in Figure 5.
Once again, KernelHive allows high flexibility for the application developer. The application should come with an implementation of the
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__kernel void processData(
__global float* input, unsigned int dataSize,
__global float* output, unsigned int outputSize,
__global struct PreviewObject *previewBuffer)
{
// Get the index of the current element to be processed
int id = get_global_id(0);
// Get the number of data items per processing thread
int actualItemsCount = outputSize / sizeof(float);
int itemsPerThread = actualItemsCount / get_global_size(0);
// Calculate the fields
for (int i = 0; i < itemsPerThread; i++) {
int idx = (id*itemsPerThread) + i;
// Get the delta between values:
float delta = input[idx + 1] - input[idx];
float y = adaptiveIntegral(input[idx], input[idx+1]);
output[idx] = y;
// Fill the preview object
previewBuffer[idx].f1 = input[idx];
previewBuffer[idx].f2 = delta;
previewBuffer[idx].f3 = y;
}
}

Figure 4: Code of the Data Processor Computational Kernel
public class PreviewProvider implements IPreviewProvider {
public void paintData(Graphics g, List<PreviewObject> data, int areaWidth, int
areaHeight) {
g.setColor(Color.YELLOW);
float minX = Float.POSITIVE_INFINITY;
float maxX = Float.NEGATIVE_INFINITY;
float minY = 0;
float maxY = Float.NEGATIVE_INFINITY;
for(PreviewObject po : data) {
if(validatePreviewObject(po)) {
minX = Math.min(po.getF1(), minX);
maxX = Math.max(po.getF1() + po.getF2(), maxX);
maxY = Math.max(po.getF3(), maxY);
}
}
float ratioX = areaWidth / (maxX - minX);
float ratioY = areaHeight / (maxY - minY);
for(PreviewObject po : data) {
int width = Math.round(ratioX * po.getF2());
int height = Math.round(ratioY * po.getF3());
int x = Math.round(ratioX * po.getF1());
int y = areaHeight - height;
g.fillRect(x, y, width, height);
}
}
}

Figure 5: Code of the PreviewProvider Component Responsible for Rendering the Visualization
execution and eventually returned back to the worker.
Thereafter, and as soon as the kernel finishes his job,
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the list is sent back to the server. Each preview object
contains parameters of one calculated rectangle i.e. its
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Figure 6: States of Integration Application Progress Preview
position, width and height. Code listing of the exemplary application kernel is shown in Figure 4.
As a result, KernelHive GUI is provided by the
server with a complete list of rectangles descriptions
to render which can be easily done by the rendering
mechanism developed by the user, shown in Figure 5.
Visualization of progress depicted in Figure 6 allows to see how the packages of preview data come in
time. After each kernel run a new set of preview objects is available and is instantly rendered as a series
of yellow rectangles.
Besides live progress preview visualization, the
Workflow Progress view shows a grid with colored
tiles which represents particular jobs that the Execution Engine has split the workflow to. Grey tiles mean
that this job is scheduled but not processed yet, green
ones that the job is currently processed and finally
blue tiles mean completed jobs. Example of such a
grid is visible in Figure 7.
Apart from observing application itself, there is
also a possibility to monitor hardware on which the
application is running. Using KernelHive GUI the
user can watch live data coming from cluster nodes
containing information about usage of particular resources e.g. CPU, memory, GPU memory etc. Sample charts presenting load of one of host CPU cores
and GPU global memory usage are visible in Figure
8. All charts are rendered using standard RRD mechanisms. Obviously, it is easy to extend the current API
with custom resources which would allow to monitor
additional points of interest e.g. power consumption.

5

Figure 7: Workflow Progress Preview

level parallelization of computations in a collection of
clusters with CPUs and GPUs [11]. The proposed solution allows visualization of infrastructure with runtime usage of resources, visualization of workflow
application progress and runtime presentation of results as these are generated. Computational code in
OpenCL is separated from visualization code in Java
that is assigned to the former. An example for a parallel adaptive integration is shown.
In the future, we aim at optimization of the data
transfer protocol used for visualization by using compression. Additionally, it would be possible and useful
to extract monitoring to a separate module that could
be reusable in other projects.

Conclusions and Future Work

Acknowledgments: The work was partially performed within grant “Modeling efficiency, reliability
and power consumption of multilevel parallel HPC

In the paper we presented a new visualization system for the KernelHive environment that allows multi-
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